Complaint Description
Greg Laycock (Fri, 21 Sep at 8:17 AM) via Portal Meta

At the 2018 Suncadia Homeowners Association, DC Pearson attended as Deputy Chief of the District, in
uniform, driving a District vehicle. DC Pearson purported that the voters must vote yes on Kittitas County
Fire District #7 – Proposition 1 in the upcoming vote in order to maintain services at their current level,
including continued employment of his son, Evan Pearson. DC Pearson, by his appearance and
representations, did not remove himself from his position of authority from the District. Additionally, he
used a District vehicle to drive to and from the event.

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public?
By Deputy Chief Pearson presenting in uniform, driving a District vehicle to / from the event,
gives the public the impression that his word is authoritative and that of the District. As
discussed with my neighbors and friends, they left the meeting with the understanding that DC
Pearson presented the ‘requirement’ for the Levy Lift and that services would be “severely”
impacted. Therefore, implying, with authority of District, voters must vote yes on the
Proposition. Further, these are not open meetings. Also, this is continuation of DC Pearson’s
continued disregard for applicable RCW’s and WAC’s as it pertains to open meetings, public
disclosure, and conduct. This is not the first time of DC Pearson disregarding the laws of the
State of Washington, as there are numerous complaints regarding he and the District to the
Attorney General, Labor and Industry, and Auditors’ offices.
List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found.
Evidence of Deputy Chief Pearson’s violation can be found in the Suncadia Homeowners
Association meeting minutes, available through communityassociations@suncadia.com. This
was a recent presentation by DC Pearson.
List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them.
Pat Simpson (509) 649-6273, Kathleen Horner Klhorner.5@gmail.com, Barbara Becker
barbarabecker23@gmail.com
Complaint Certification:
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

